
Year 7 School Closure work – Week 3 
 

Hello, lovely people (and the rest of you too) J 
 
You have been using computers a lot recently due to schools being closed and I’m sure 
you have all been acting as safely as possible. 
 
BUT – we sometimes forget some of the rules of online safety and the things that can go 
wrong. 
 
This week I would like you to complete the task on Google Classroom called **School 
Closure week 3** which is to do the following: 
 
Create ONE or more of the following and ATTACH it to the assignment. (I will 
leave instructions on how to do this below for those of you that have 
forgotten how to do it) or keep it safe until we return to school. 
 
Choose: 
 

1) Poster explaining the dangers of online chat rooms, social media and 
mobile phones. 

 
2) Poster / presentation explaining the dangers of online chat rooms, social 

media and so on which gives advice on how to stay safe. 
 

3) A poem, rap, story about online safety 
 

4) Scratch game or animation (from scratch!) about online safety 
 

5) Program a python quiz about online safety (This is for those that have 
programmed in Python before – I’ve not taught it to you yet J ) 
 

 
When you have completed this work please attach it to the assignment in 
Google Classroom (Or keep it safe until we get back to school) 
 
Destructions!! 
 
On Google Classroom – click the assignment so you can see the instructions. 
On the right hand side will be this >> 
 



 
Click + Add or Create and then FILE if 
you have done the work on Word or 
other application OR click Google Drive if 
you did the work on Google Apps. 
 
Go and find the file you made and select 
it. 
 
You might need to upload it. 
Think hard – we have done this in 
lessons. 
 
 
When it has uploaded – just Turn in / or 
Hand in (Which ever it says) 
 
It will say submitted and I will get an 
email to tell me to come and look at the 
amazing thing you made. 
 
Any issues.- email me at@wcess.org.uk  
 
If you can’t attach it DON’T worry – just save it with a sensible name and give it 
to me when you see me. J 
 
 


